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THE "OTHER" AMERICANS 9
Gabrielle Sandor

Ada Nurie Pagan is a blonde, green-eyed, pale-skinned "person of color."
When asked by affirmative-action officers, she says that her race is Hispanic,
Latina, or Puerto Rican. The Census Bureau would say that Hispanic origin
is an ethnicity, not a race, so it classifies Ada as white. But Ada doesn't want to

give that answer.
"I can't check a circle that labels me black, white, Asian, or American

Indian, because I'm not any of those things," she says. "My sister and I have
the same parents, but she's much darker than me. If it came down to choosing
black or white, I'd have to choose white and she couldn't. That wouldn't make

any sense."
Ada's confusion stems from the ambiguity in current definitions of race

and ethnicity. The Census Bureau sees race and ethnicity as two different
demographic characteristics and has separate questions on census forms and
surveys. But the people who fill out the forms sometimes find the two con-

cepts impossible to separate.
The result is much more than a problem for census-takers. Ada's misgiv-

ings are part of a significant generation gap in attitudes toward race. The rules
that govern government statistics on race and ethnicity are based on a 16-
year-old definition, and young people like Ada live in a world where that defi-

nition seems arbitrary or even offensive.
People in their 20s today never saw sanctioned segregation. They read

about the Civil Rights movement in history books, and they were taught in
public schools that discrimination is wrong. Small wonder, then, that young
adults are much more likely than older adults to object to racial categories or
not to fit within them. In 1990, members of the "other race" category had a
median age of about 24 years, compared with a national median of 33.

Some "other race" Americans are mixed- race children. Though relatively
rare, they are often born to middle-class families that vote and organize. A
larger share are recent immigrants to the U.S. They are likely to be young
adults, and birth rates for most minority groups are higher than they are for
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non-Hispanic whites. As a result, younger Americans are more likely to be
minorities.

Mixed-race children are also increasingly common, because the penalties
once attached to interracial dating and marriage are slowly fading away. In
1991, 74 percent of Americans said that interracial marriage was accept-
able for themselves or others, according to the Roper Organization, up from
70 percent who found it acceptable in 1986.

Nonwhite and Hispanic Americans will claim 28 percent of the total U.S.
population in 2000, according to the Census Bureau. But at the same time,
the share of minorities will be 36 percent among children under age 18 and
33 percent among young adults aged 18 to 34. If current trends continue,
minorities will be approaching half of the total U.S. population as early as
2050. Today's children will be the first to see that society.
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FOUR CATEGORIES

The conflict over racial statistics worries researchers. "The demand [for de-
tailed data] is going in one direction, and the quality end consistency in count-
ing is going the other way," says Greg Robinson, chief of population and
analysis for the Census Bureau. "The quality of the race and ethnic data is
deteriorating."

Young adults' attitudes toward race also raise important issues for busi-
nesses, because they clash with older rules. "Tolerance and diversity is abso-
lutely the number-one shared value" of young adults, says Gwen Lipsky,
MTV's senior vice president of research and planning. "They are much more
[tolerant] than any previous generation."

But while young adults embrace tolerance and racial ambiguity, a rule
requires federal agencies like the Census Bureau to fit all of their racial data
into separate categories. The rule, known as Statistical Directive 15, was
adopted in 1978 by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). It creates
four official racial categories-American Indian or Alaskan Native, Asian
or Pacific Islander, black, and white. It also defines Hispanic origin as an eth-
nic category separate from race. The rule helps federal and state agencies
share racial data, which are vital to affirmative action and other government
programs.

The 1990 census questionnaire asked respondents to put themselves into
a racial category and to indicate their ethnicity and ancestry elsewhere. Re-
spondents who felt that they didn't fit into one of the four categories checked
a box marked "other race." The humber of people who checked that box
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increased 45 percent between the 1980 and 1990 censuses, to 9.8 million.
That's about 1 in 25 Americans.

Most of the people who check "other race" probably have a clear racial
identity, because 98 percent claim Hispanic origin on the ethnicity question.
In other words, over 40 percent of the nation's 22 million Hispanics aren't
willing to identify themselves as black or white.

"Most of them are probably indicating some version of multiracial," says
Carlos Fernandez, president of the Association of Multi-Ethnic Americans
(AMEA) in San Francisco. "Mexicans, especially, regard themselves as mes-
tizo-part Spanish, part indigenous. The large majority of Mexico is multi-
raciaL It's almost the official culture. Mexico hasn't asked a race question on
its census since 1921. So on the U.s. census, people who put Mexican for race
know full well what it means. It's mestizo, and that is a racial designation, not
a nationality."

Many Latin Americans trace the greatest part of their ancestry to native
Indians, followed by Europeans and perhaps Africans. But the category on the
U.S. census aplies only to North American Indians, so a Hispanic person's
choices usually come down to black or white. Ada Pagan, whose great-great-
grandmother was black, passes as white. But she know~ exactly what her dark-
skinned sister is. She's "triguefia," which Ada translates as "brown."

STATISTICAL HEADACHE

In 1990, about 400,000 people who marked "other race" were not Hispanic.
Though their numbers are small, they are the ones raising their voices the
loudest against the census's race question. Many of the protestors may be
parents in racially mixed marriages who confront an obvious problem when
answering the race question for their children.

The statistical headaches over race get worse every year, as the number
of interracial marriages continues to rise. Interracial marriages were illegal
in some states until 1967, when the Supreme Court struck down anti-
miscegenation laws in the aptly titled case Loving vs. Virginia. Since 1980, the
number of black and white interracial married couples has increased from
651,000 to 1.2 million, according to the Census Bureau. Children born to
parents of different races were more than 3 percent of births in 1990, accord-
ing to the National Center for Health Statistics, up from 1 percent in 1968.

Unfortunately for survey designers, the race problem can't be solved
simply by adding new categories for mestizos and multiracials. The reasons
are a pair of statistical bugaboos called "primacy" and "recency" effects. Stud-
ies show that when respondents see a long list of choices on a written survey,
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they are likely to pick the first choice that mig~t apply to them instead of
reading through the whole list. The reverse is true of telephone surveys, when
people tend to pick the last choice. The more categories on the list, the more
these effects complicate the results.

"We couldn't possibly get every person's idea of their race into the ques-
tion," says Robert Tortora, associate director for statistical design, method-
ology, and standards at the Census Bureau. "There would be all kinds of
methodological effects, and the logistics of it are daunting." Tortora agrees
that there are problems with the ways race and ethnicity are currently mea-
sured, and he does see changes coming. "Basically, what you're asking is a
person's judgment of their race or ethnicity. And since we don't have precise
definitions of every possible category, people's perceptions of themselves and
their answers can change from census to census."

Race statistics can become muddled in many ways. In 1970, for example,
about 1 million residents of midwestern and southern states mistakenly iden-
tified themselves as Central or South Americans because they were confused
by the census form. Such goofs are relatively easy to correct. When someone
writes "German" for their race, for example, they are automatically reassigned
to the "white" category by a census computer.

When "other race" is what the person meant to write, the result is a quiet
tug-of-war between the respondent's preferences and Statistical Directive IS.
H a person won't fit themselves into one of the four racial categories desig-
nated by the OMB, a census computer does it fOt th~m. Usually, computers
scan other answers on the same form and assign the person to the category
that seems best. The stubborn few who check "other race," write in "biracial,"
and give two races are assigned the first race they report.

If someone checks "other race" and writes "Latino," the census's com-
puters will check to see if any other household members designated a race. If
no one in the household did, the bureau will check the forms of neighboring
households who wrote their race as "Latino" and assign a race on that basis.
This process, called "hot-decking," is considered fairly accurate on a nation-
wide basis. But it may be responsible for serious inaccuracies in neighborhood-
level census data.

The Census Bureau says that the number of blacks of Hispanic origin in
Los Angeles increased from 17,000 in 1980 to nearly 60,000 in 1990. But two
local experts can find no evidence of the change, and they suspect computer
error. Latinos in the city's South Central neighborhood may have ignored the
race question, says James P. Allen, a geographer at Cal State Northridge. The
nonrespondents were probably assigned a race based on the skin color of their
neighbors, who are likely to be black, says sociologist David Heer of the Uni-
versity of Southern California. The overcount of blacks may have affected
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government funds and redistricting plans in L.A., and it doesn't stop there.
"This is a terribly important error," Allen told Buzz magazine. "I strongly

believe it has happened in Miami, Houston, Chicago, and all cities where La-

tinos are migrating into black neighborhoods."

YOUNGANDPROUD
With all of the confusion and the possibility of taking offense, some observers
have wondered if collecting any racial statistics is a good idea. "As long as
we differentiate, we will discriminate," writes Michael E. Tomlin, a professor
of education at the University of Idaho, in a letter to this magazine. Tomlin
describes himself as a native-born American of Scotch-Irish descent, but he
refuses to answer any federal questions concerning ethnicity or race. "For our
nation to truly earn its place as the land of the free," he continues, "we must
free ourselves from placing others-and ourselves-in boxes."

Tomlin's objections might seem noble. But if he got his way, the federal
government would have no way to fight racial discrimination. Racial data are
used to enforce the Voting Rights Act,equal employment regulations, and
affirmative action plans, to name just a few. These programs depend on a
steady flow of data that conform to Statistical Directive 15, so they can be
easily compared with data from other sourc,es. State or federal agencies can
ask for more detailed information on race, but the data must ultimately break

down into the same four categories.
The OMB and Census Bureau are now reviewing Directive 15. Seven

months of hearings in 1993 revealed three trUths about racial statistics, ac-
cording to Congressman Tom Sawyer, Chairman of the House Subcommittee
on Census. First, many people agree on the need to continue collecting ethnic
and racial data. Second, the data must be uniform across the government.
Third, racial categories must be relevant to the public, or the public won't

cooperate.Groups such as the Association of Multi-Ethnic Americans say that the
way to restore relevance to racial data is to add a new multiracial category to
Directive is. "People ask, 'Why don't we eliminate all categories?'" says the
AMEA's Carlos Fernandez. "I say, that's nice, but you can't erase differences
between people by ignoring them. When we get people from different com-
munities intermarrying at a rate we would expect if there were no differences
between them, then the categories will become irrelevant. Eventually it will

happen."The Dew generation's challenges to old racial rules extend from federal
statistical policy to.one's most intimate companions. Sunny Wang, an 18-year-
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old Harvard freshman whose parents are from Taiwan, doesn't 'Onlydate Chi-
nese men-but she hasn't dared to tell her parents. "My parents are com-
pletely against it," she says. "They say that when you marry a Caucasian, you
will end up in a divorce. Your children will have no identity. My parents have
lectured me on this for years. They say that I shouldn't marry anyone who
isn't Chinese or at least Asian."

Wang understands why her parents feel that way, but she isn't letting their
objections keep her from dating who she wants. "I was afraid to get in this
relationship, but I don't think it's wrong. If it's a good relationship, it doesn't
matter what you look like."

Wang says that her parents' objections to interracial dating aren't racial,
but cultural. "I have a lot of respect for [my parents]. They aren't prejudiced.
They don't want me to not marry a white guy because he's white. They don't
want me to marry a white guy because they don't want me to be divorced, and
that's what they think would happen."

MULTICULTURAL STYLE

The paradox is that young people are increasingly likely to marry outside their
race at the same time that they are increasingly likely to celebrate ethnic tradi-
tions. "Before the civil rights movement, the whole effort was to pass [as
white]," says Fernandez. "Now, we're seeing the opposite-people wanting
to identify the other way [as minorities]. Mixed-race people who once would
have let themselves be considered white are insisting that they're black."

Young adults' attitudes about race also affect their consumer choices.
The book Modern Bride Wedding Celebrations contains a section for interracial
couples that offers advice, sources, case studies, and a list of wedding traditions
for different ethnic groups.

The magazine Interrace serves 25,000 subscribers from its offices in At-
lanta. A similar magazine, New People, is based in Oak Park, Michigan. Inter-
race is full of advertising for interracial-themed books, toys, dating and wed-
ding services, and therapists who specialize in interracial couples. "Products
for children are particularly hot," says Candy Mills, Interrace's editor and pub-
lisher. "It's a market that has yet to be mined ... I can't tell you how lllany
people have written to us wishing there were companies making interracial
wedding-cake decorations, toys, or greeting cards."

Gwen Lipsky of MTV says that the listening preferences of her young
viewers are much more determined by personal choice than by ethnic back-
ground. "Rap and hip-hop albums are purchased primarily by white kids," she
says. "More often, behavior is driven by taste."
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Benetton, the clothing company based in Italy, helped create fashionable
multiracialism with its famous "United Colors of Benetton" ad campaign.
Years after the campaign began, the company still sells clothes by contrasting
multicultural models with the dream of global unity. Of course, not all young
adults will respond to messages like these in the same way. A Benetton-type
ad might be far more popular with teenagers in San Francisco than with teens
in a blue-collar Kentucky town.

Concern for racial tolerance drops off sharply among less-educated
adults. When asked whether immigrants to this country should be prepared
to assimilate, 88 percent of high school dropouts will say yes, compared with
84 percent of high school graduates and 76 percent of the college-educated,
according to Roper. About one in six high school dropouts would prefer that
no Hispanics live in their neighborhoods, compared with one in ten college
graduates. And only 25 percent of dropouts consider interracial marriage ac-
ceptable for anyone including themselves, compared with 49 percent of col-
lege graduates. The bottom line is that more-educated, more-affluent adults
are more likely to see racial tolerance as an important social goal.

If the government eventually allows individuals to declare themselves
multiracial, the result will be more confusion for federal agencies, affirmative-
action officers, and market researchers. But how people identify themselves
depends on how they feel, and keeping in touch with those feelings is the key
to staying in business. When a young Anglo-American decides to wear a fez
and Navajo jewelry, she may be making a statement about racial harmony. But
she will probably buy those accessories at the local mall.

SEEING MORE THAN BLACK & WlllTE: 10
Latinos, racism, and the cultural divides

Elizabeth Martinez

A certain relish seems irresistible to this Latina as the mass media has been
compelled to sit up, look south of the border, and take notice. Probably the
Chiapas uprising and Mexico's recent political turmoil have won us no more
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